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Abstract

The formation and the convection of vortices behind two side-by-side cylinders are investigated using the large-eddy

simulation (LES) model. Solution to the three-dimensional Navier–Stokes governing equations is obtained using a finite

volume method with an unstructured mesh arrangement with hexahedral elements. The focus of the present

investigation is to predict the wake dynamics at Reynolds numbers Re=750 at two different cylinder spacings: large

ratio T=d ¼ 3 and intermediate ratio T=d ¼ 1:7: The LES results revealed that for T=d ¼ 3; the formation of

symmetrical wakes behind the cylinders was observed. Two distinct vortex streets propagated downstream. However,

for T=d ¼ 1:7; owing to the close proximity of the two cylinders, the gap flow between the cylinders was deflected,

forming one narrow and one wide wake behind the cylinders. It was also succinctly revealed that the gap flow deflection

has a tendency to ‘‘flip’’, changing over from one side to another by being deflected upwards at a specific instance and

downwards at later time. Qualitatively, the phenomenological predictions are in accordance with experimental

observations.

r 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Flow over bluff bodies is widely encountered in many practical applications. A moving maritime platform, a heat

exchanger with crossflow fluid passages to periodically disrupt the flow, air-flow around buildings, and combustors with

flame holders are just some of these fundamental and challenging fluid mechanics problems. Concerning heat exchanger

design, Liou et al. (1995) succinctly demonstrated through their experiments that an oscillating flow resulting from

spanwise turbulent vortices behind a circular cylinder near a heated wall can significantly enhance the heat transfer

along the wall due to periodically sweeping movements of the thermal boundary layer. In sustaining and maintaining

the safe operations of maritime platforms, and heat exchangers in industrial boilers and nuclear reactors, a thorough

understanding of the vortex structures could also assist in alleviating problems associated with flow-induced vibration

and noise that may compromise the structural integrity (Goyder, 2002).

Flow over a cylinder has been studied extensively. It exhibits vastly different behaviour as the Reynolds number,

based on the free-stream velocity, cylinder diameter, and kinematic viscosity, increases from zero to large values. Steady

laminar flow exists at Reynolds number up to approximately ReB40 with a pair of symmetric counter-rotating vortices

behind the cylinder at Re>5. Increasing further the Reynolds number, the laminar vortex shedding, also known as the

Karman vortex street, is observed at Reynolds number up to about ReB190. The next regime, indicated by Williamson

(1996) as the regime of mode A instability, lies in the range of Reynolds numbers between 190 and 260. Barkley and

Henderson (1996) performed a three-dimensional Floquet stability analysis of the cylinder wake and suggested that the
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critical value of the Reynolds number of Re=188.571.0 for the onset of this regime. At a Reynolds number of

approximately 260, the flow experiences transition to finer scale three-dimensionality, known as mode B instability, with

spanwise characteristic length of around one cylinder diameter. With increasing Reynolds number, the three-

dimensional cylinder wake becomes more chaotic. The shear layers separating from the cylinder become unstable at

Reynolds number at about 1200. Prasad and Williamson (1996) highlighted that this critical value of the Reynolds

number varies from 300 to 3000.

In the current investigation, we are interested in the problem of flow interference when two cylinders are placed side-

by-side in a steady current. Zdravkovich (1977, 1987) observed that when more than one body is placed in a fluid flow,

the resulting forces and vortex shedding pattern may be completely different from those found at the same Reynolds

number. A variety of flow patterns characterized by the behaviour of the wake region may be discerned as the spacing

between two circular cylinders is changed.

Fig. 1 illustrates the schematic arrangement of a two cylinder side-by-side configuration. The flow behaviour is

characterized by the ratio of the T=d where T is the centre–centre cylinder spacing and d is the cylinder diameter.

Experimental studies by Williamson (1985) and Kim and Durbin (1988) have shown that varying T=d resulted in a

variety of flow patterns, which are represented by the flow behaviours in the wake formation region. For a relatively

large spacing, T=d > 2; two distinct coherent structures of vortex streets are observed. These two vortex streets are

strongly coupled, with a definite phase relationship. Spivac (1946) measured a single frequency for T=d > 2: This
frequency was further established to have the same frequency measured in a single cylinder wake flow. It means that the

phenomenological description of the wake dynamics behind a circular cylinder may still hold for two cylinders arranged

side-by-side with each other for T=d > 2:
Ishigai et al. (1972) performed a flow visualization study on the flow behind two side-by-side cylinders using a

Schlieren optical method and observed a remarkably symmetric vortex formation and shedding for T=d ¼ 2:5 and 3.0

and Reynolds number ranging between 100 and 200. Williamson (1985) further demonstrated that the two vortex

streets have a tendency of being either in phase (anti-symmetric vortex formation) or in antiphase (symmetric vortex

formation). It was seen that the in-phase vortex streets eventually converged and merged downstream to form a single

street while the in antiphase streets remained distinct farther downstream. He observed a predominant antiphase vortex

shedding for T=d between 2 and 6. However, current numerical investigation to further elucidate the predominance of
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Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of two side-by-side cylinders: (a) three-dimensional perspective and (b) side view and data recording

locations.
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the symmetric vortex shedding over the anti-symmetric shedding and to determine any possible triggering mechanisms

that may cause the transition of the two vortex streets from the in-antiphase to the in-phase mode.

At intermediate cylinder spacing, 1:2oT=do2:0; instead of two distinct vortex streets observed for the large cylinder
spacing, the interaction between the wakes associated within the two cylinders intensifies; the gap flow between the

cylinders is deflected, forming one narrow wake and the other a wide wake. Ishigai et al. (1972) ascribed the gap flow

deflection to the Coanda effect. Contrarily, Bearman and Wadcock (1973) measured different base pressures behind two

side-by-side flat plates and they argued that the gap flow deflection was not caused by the boundary layer separation;

instead, it was due to the near-wake phenomenon. Their argument was further supported by Williamson (1985) flow

visualization, which showed a deflected gap flow behind two side-by-side flat plates. It was found that the vortex

frequency associated with the narrow wake approximately triples that for the wide wake (Bearman and Wadcock, 1973;

Sumner et al., 1998). The deflected gap flow may change over intermittently from one side to another and is actually

bi-stable. It was found by Kim and Durbin (1988) that the bi-stability is nominally independent of the Reynolds

number. Recently, Xu et al. (2003) presented a more detailed study on this intermediate spacing. They found that at the

spacing T=do1:6; the formation of the two vortex streets is dependent on the Reynolds number. They also confirmed

that two dominant frequencies had a ratio of 3 when two streets existed. The physical mechanisms behind the formation

and stability of a narrow and a wide wake and its associated ‘‘flipping’’ phenomenon remain unexplained. In addressing

these issues, possible mechanisms that trigger the changeover of the gap flow deflection from one side to another, the

reason of the dominant frequency in the narrow wake being triple of that in the wide wake and the evolution of both

wakes at downstream are comprehensively studied here.

We are interested in investigating the turbulent wake flow behind two side-by-side cylinders for a Reynolds number

of 750 at two T=d ratios of 1.7 and 3. Meneghini et al. (2001) recently performed a two-dimensional finite element study

on the flow past two side-by-side cylinders at a Reynolds number of 200. Numerical studies on various T=d ratios were

investigated. An earlier study of a two-dimensional investigation by Slaouti and Stansby (1992), at a similar Reynolds

number, of wake dynamics behind two circular cylinders using the discrete vortex method including viscous diffusion,

modelled by the random walk method, is also noted. As mentioned earlier, we can infer from above that their numerical

simulations for the flow Reynolds number studied still lies within the laminar vortex shedding regime. Also, since we are

focusing on a flow Reynolds number of 750, the wake being more chaotic, a two-dimensional numerical investigation is

deemed insufficient to resolve the finer scale of the three-dimensionality phenomenon.

The simulation of large coherent structures in the turbulent wake flow behind the cylinders is extremely difficult because

of the wide-range spectrum of scales. For the turbulent characteristics in the wake region, stochastic three-dimensional

turbulent fluctuations are superimposed on the periodic vortex-shedding motion. Majumdar and Rodi (1985) have

demonstrated that the widely used Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) equations based on the standard two-

equation turbulence models (k2e and k2l) are incapable of accurately predicting the vortex-shedding behaviour. The

problem with these models in stagnation flows is well known. This is because the turbulent energy production in this flow

is attributed by the normal stresses (not shear stresses) and these cannot be simulated correctly with an isotropic eddy-

viscosity model, leading to excessive energy production. Rodi (1993) reviewed the application of the models and concluded

the general superiority of Reynolds stress model (RSM) over the two-equation models. Nevertheless, the large-eddy

simulation of turbulent flows based on the Smagorinsky–Lilly subgrid-scale (SGS) turbulence model is shown to yield far

more realistic flow results than those obtained by traditional two-equation turbulence models due to Tutar et al. (1998) or

RSM. Based on Rodi et al. (1997) compiled results from the workshop and evaluation of the state-of-the-art LES

approach to complex flows, they found that the LES approach was highly recommended because of its ability to resolve

the unsteady large-scale turbulent motion. The numerical results generated through the LES model can provide useful

turbulent statistics of the cyclic formation of the vortices downstream. It is also concluded that LES-based simulations are

not overly expensive in terms of computing time when compared with traditional turbulence model simulations.

The present work therefore deals with a three-dimensional numerical investigation of a turbulent flow past a

configuration of two side-by-side circulars using LES to resolve the flow-induced wake turbulence. The motivation of

this work is driven by the recent experimental observations performed by Zhou et al. (2001) in the water tunnel facility.

They had visualized the complex formation of the dynamics for low and high Reynolds numbers for the side-by-side

cylinder arrangement with various T=d ratios, which allows for direct comparison with the current flow predictions.

The main objectives of this work are:

(i) to validate our phenomenological predictions with the flow visualization experimental results of Zhou (2002);

(ii) to elucidate the aforementioned issues in the different wake flow behaviour behind the cylinders for two T=d ratios

of 1.7 and 3 and

(iii) to gain a more fundamental understanding of the physical processes within the wake formation region at these two

ratios for the flow Reynolds number of 750.
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2. Theoretical background

2.1. Governing equations

The flow variables are decomposed into a large-scale (or resolved) part that can be solved explicitly and a small-scale

part that is modelled with an SGS model. The filtering operation proceeds according to

%f ¼
Z
D
fðx0

iÞGDðxi; x
0
iÞ dx0

i; x0
iAD; ð1Þ
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0
iÞ ¼
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(
ð2Þ

where G is a filter function, decomposing a variable f into a large-scale component %f and a SGS component f0; which
accounts for the scales not resolved by the filter width D:

f ¼ %fþ f0: ð3Þ
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where %u; %v; %w and %p are the filtered velocity components along the Cartesian axes x; y and z and pressure, respectively.

The unsolved subgrid turbulent stresses tsij
can be modelled as
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The subgrid kinematic viscosity, ns; and subgrid turbulent kinetic energy, ks; are prescribed by the eddy-viscosity

model of Smagorinsky–Lilly (Smagorinsky, 1963):

ns ¼ l2s j %Sij j; %Sij ¼
q %ui

qxj

þ
q %uj

qxi

� �
; j %Sij j ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
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Here, ls is the mixing length for the subgrid scales calculated as

ls ¼ min ðky;CsD1=3Þ; ð10Þ

where k is a model constant equivalent to 0.42 and y is the distance closest to the wall. The first term in Eq. (10)

accounts for the reduction of the subgrid length ls near solid walls. Based on Piomelli et al. (1988) and Scotti et al.

(1993), the Smagorinsky–Lilly constant Cs is usually taken to lie within a range of 0.1–0.13. Since values higher than

0.13 and lower than 0.1 cause excessive damping of the large-scale fluctuations and convergence problem, respectively,

we have conservatively prescribed the constant Cs to be 0.1. Tutar et al. (1998) have successfully demonstrated the

feasibility of applying the Smagorinsky–Lilly SGS model to investigate flow past a circular cylinder in the subcritical

flow regime. In their later work Tutar and Hold^ (2000) applied the Smagorinsky–Lilly SGS model to simulate the

fluid–cylinder interactions with different modes of oscillatory motion using the finite element approach. The

Smagorinsky–Lilly SGS model is therefore employed, which is deemed sufficient to adequately resolve the small scales

of wake eddies for the flow Reynolds number of 750.
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2.2. Numerical methods

A finite volume method was employed to obtain a solution of the spatially averaged Navier–Stokes equations. An

unstructured mesh arrangement with hexahedral elements was adopted to map the flow domain. The flexible use of

unstructured elements provided the ease of concentrating the mesh around the cylindrical outer boundaries to better

predict the wake dynamics. The coupling between the pressure and velocity fields was achieved using the SIMPLE

technique.

The discretization of the convection terms is a potential source of numerical error in LES calculation and is a subject

of constant debate. Flux limiting or TVD-type schemes (Jones, 1994), which improve numerical accuracy in Reynolds

average calculations considerably, fail for LES calculation unless the resolution is very high (Boris et al., 1992). As with

other asymmetric approximations to the convection terms, they introduce damping to the discretized equations that

scales with the cell Peclet number. This can remove a large part of the turbulence and even lead to a predicted but

unphysical laminarization. It is well known that although central differences are free from ‘‘numerical’’ diffusion, the

corresponding solutions can exhibit oscillatory behaviour (Leonard and Mokhtari, 1990). Nevertheless, according to

Mittal and Moin (1997), a second-order central difference solution of flow past a cylinder produces better velocity

power spectra, when compared to experiments, than the higher-order upwind schemes. Higher-order upwind schemes

give rise to large errors in the smallest simulated scales if these are not properly resolved and thus do not seem to offer a

prospect of improved accuracy in the LES calculations considered. Breuer (1998) also stressed the important aspect of

low-diffusion discretization schemes in the case for turbulent flow past a circular cylinder. His investigation confirmed

that second-order or fourth-order central difference schemes are well suited for LES. Therefore, in the present study, all

spatial terms are approximated using second-order central differences. An implicit difference scheme was used with the

time derivative represented by the second-order accurate backward difference approximation. The overall solution

procedure is second-order accurate in both space and time.

2.3. Computational details and boundary conditions

Before proceeding towards generating any meaningful results, some numerical aspects are addressed. In order to

account for the essential flow scales, attention is directed towards a careful grid design. Jordan and Ragab (1998) have

demonstrated that a two-dimensional simulation overestimates the strength and the shedding frequency while under-

predicting the formation region. Resolving the correct base pressure and Strouhal number is therefore an essential

prerequisite of the three-dimensional computation.

Adequate resolution of the streamwise near-wake structures, which are spanwise periodic, is another major concern

in the three-dimensional simulation. A sensitivity analysis was performed to ascertain the influence of grid distribution

along the spanwise direction. Calculations were performed employing 6 grid points, yielding a length scale of 3

diameters, and 20 grid points, yielding a length scale of 3.6 diameters, to resolve the large-scale eddies. The former gave

around two grid points for each of the three eddies while the latter provided a minimum of four spanwise points for

each of the three eddies. Fig. 2 presents the instantaneous magnitude of vorticity for the two grid distributions at T=d

ratio of 3. The results revealed little difference in the overall flow behaviour on the formation of wake structures past

the two circular cylinders between the coarser and finer spanwise distributions. In view of quicker computations and

optimizing computational resources, a length scale of 3 diameters, using 6 grid points along the spanwise direction, was

deemed sufficient to adequately capture the large-scale wake eddies. Fig. 3 shows a typical snapshot of the iso-surfaces

of the instantaneous spanwise and streamwise vorticities, which demonstrates the three-dimensional character of the

side-by-side cylinder near-wake structures, as clearly represented by the fine-scale streamwise vortex structures, termed

as ‘‘vortex loops’’ and ‘‘streamwise vortex pairs’’.

Along the streamwise and vertical directions, the computational boundaries were set at 22 and 15 diameters,

respectively. The upstream boundary was located 7 diameters away from the centreline of the two circular cylinders.

The inlet boundary condition was determined from experiment, i.e., the measured turbulent intensity I equal to 0.4%.

The value of turbulence fluctuation on individual mean velocity was calculated based on the specified turbulence

intensity with a Gaussian random number. The vertical distance adopted was also found sufficient to accommodate the

free-stream boundary condition at the top and bottom boundaries of the computational domain, i.e., u ¼ fuN; 0; 0g:
The exit boundary was extended to 15 diameters from the centreline of the cylinders to exclude the influence of outlet

boundary conditions on the formation region. A nondiffusion boundary condition was employed at the outer

boundary, which ensured the flow at the outer boundary did not affect the flow upstream. A no-slip boundary condition

was applied at the inner boundaries representing the cylinder surfaces. To complete the kinematic definition, we applied

periodic end conditions in the spanwise direction.
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A nonuniform fine mesh was used to provide a better description of the boundary layer. The first point condition

near the wall, in the wall unit of yþ; ensured that it was less than 1. A substantial amount of grid points were also

accommodated in the vicinity of the two cylinders to resolve the near-wake region. The final grid system for the two

side-by-side circular cylinder configuration comprised of a total of 630 000 grid points.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Symmetrical formation of vortex streets at large cylinder spacing

Fig. 4 shows the predicted contours of instantaneous spanwise vorticity and the formation of laser-illuminated dye

wake structures recently observed by Zhou (2002) in experiments for flow past two side-by-side cylinders. The flow

visualization experiments were performed in a water tunnel with a square working section with various transverse

spacing ratios T=d covering a range of low and high Reynolds numbers. More details regarding the experimental

configuration can be found in their recent publication (Zhou et al., 2001).
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Fig. 2. Effect of mesh size on the instantaneous magnitude of vorticity ðjoj ¼ 2250Þ: (a) for 6 grid points and (b) for 20 grid points in
the spanwise direction.

Fig. 3. A three-dimensional perspective view of the vortex shedding structures behind the side-by-side cylinders: the iso-surfaces of

spanwise and streamwise vorticity (jozj ¼ 20 and joxj ¼ 1).
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We compared our predictions against the specific experimental condition of Reynolds number of 750 and T=d ratio

of 3. The predicted wake structures, as seen in Fig. 4, are in good qualitative agreement with the observed shedding

vortices and the remarkable resemblance between the computational and experimental vortex streets, in terms of the

symmetrical structure of two streets, is extremely encouraging. This phenomenological validation provided a degree of

confidence in applying the LES model to adequately capture the complex turbulent flow characteristics of the wake

formation. As the flow was perturbed passing over the side-by-side cylinders from the main stream, the generation of

vortices behind the cylinders was found to be predominantly antiphase. Two distinct vortex streets propagated

downstream. Another useful comparison between the LES prediction and experiment is the pressure distribution

around the two cylinders, which can be seen in Fig. 5. The computed pressures also achieved good agreement with

measurements.

The evolution of the transient wake vortex streets is depicted in Fig. 6. It was observed that the vortex structures for

each of the streets were beginning to be detached to form closed loops downstream. As they acquired rounder shapes,

these vortex structures were found to be similar to those of the Oseen vortices. Von K!arm!an postulated that at this large

spacing of the side-by-side cylinders, it was impossible to maintain a stable gap vortex street. Our simulations indicated
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Fig. 4. Comparison of vortex structures—the contours of instantaneous spanwise vorticity between jozj ¼ 20: (a) experimental and (b)

computational for T=d ¼ 3 at Re=750.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of pressure distribution of Cp ¼ 1 around each of the cylinders 1 and 2.
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otherwise and since the gap vortices were sufficiently ‘‘far’’ apart, no squeeze and amalgamation of the vortex streets

was observed. These two counter-rotating gap vortices were effectively self-adjusting to yield two stable vortex streets

behind the two cylinders. This leads to a symmetrical pressure distribution around the cylinders resulting in the two
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t = 8.12 s t = 8.22 s

t = 8.32 s t = 8.42 s

t = 8.52 s t = 8.62 s

Fig. 6. Transient evolution of the asymmetrical wake streets—the contours of instantaneous spanwise vorticity between jozj ¼ 20 (for

T=d ¼ 3 at Re=750).
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antiphase vortex streets. Fig. 7 illustrates the pressure distribution on the middle section of the two cylinder surfaces

and pressure contours at the middle plane of the computational domain. It is clearly seen that a mirror-imaged pattern

was predicted for the T=d ratio of 3. This finding was consistent with the generation mechanism of the two symmetrical

vortex streets. The resultant lateral forces acting on the two cylinders were parallel, in close agreement with the

experimental data of Zhou (2002). A small variation in pressure distribution on the trailing side of the cylinders was

probably attributed to the wake turbulence (see Fig. 5). One important aspect worth noting is that the current numerical

simulations could not predict any anti-asymmetrical vortex streets as observed through the experimental visualizations
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of Williamson (1985) and Zhou et al. (2001). They postulated that a small phase deviation from the antiphase mode

between the gap vortices could lead to the formation of the in-phase vortex streets. In our simulations, we could not

detect such occurrence. It might therefore suggest that the in-phase mode was the result of some external influence that

was unable to be controlled during the experiments rather than an intrinsic behaviour of the flow. Fig. 8 demonstrates

the temporal history of the vertical velocities calculated behind the cylinders at the horizontal distance x=d ¼ 1:5 and
vertical distances of y=d ¼ 70:3: The velocity spectrums revealed an out-of-phase periodic behaviour at an identical

normalized frequency of 0.22. The mean velocity profiles in the near-wake region are given in Fig. 9. Interestingly, the

streamwise mean velocity showed a gradual development from a U-shape profile at x=d ¼ 1:064 (Fig. 9(a)) into a

V-shape profile further downstream at x=d ¼ 1:5 (Fig. 9(b)), which is caused by the transition to turbulence in the

separating shear layer. We were unable to obtain any experimental data to compare this behaviour directly with the

specific flow condition. We note the similarity in the structural dynamics of the near-wake flows over a range of

Reynolds numbers between 300 and 300 000. By comparing our predicted velocities with a similarity solution for the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 10. Comparison of vortex structures—contours of instantaneous vorticity between jozj ¼ 20 (red): (a) experimental,

(b) computations with SGS model and (c) computations without SGS model for T=d ¼ 1:7 at Re=750.
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Fig. 11. Transient development of gap flow deflection followed by a large gap vortex shedding—the contours of instantaneous

spanwise vorticities between jozj ¼ 20:
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conditions at Reynolds number of 3000 and x=d of 1.5, shown in Fig. 9(c), current predicted velocities were found to be

under-predicted. We initially postulated that it might have been the result of inadequate resolution of the streamwise

vortices. However, further mesh refinement study showed that was not the case. We believe that the discrepancy of our

predictions on the separation shear layers could have been attributed to external experimental factors such as free-

stream turbulence level (Bloor, 1964), acoustic noise (Cardell, 1993), cylinder vibrations (Prasad and Williamson, 1997)

and end boundary conditions (Norberg, 1994) not accounted for in the model.

3.2. Stability of the gap flow deflection at intermediate cylinder spacing

Fig. 10 shows the predicted contours of instantaneous spanwise vorticity compared with laser-illuminated flow

visualization experiments (Zhou, 2002) for Reynolds number of 750 and an intermediate transverse spacing T=d ratio

of 1.7. The phenomenon is rather different from the aforementioned wake characteristics at T=d ratio of 3. It is

observed that the gap flow between the two cylinders was deflected, forming one narrow wake from the top cylinder and

one wide wake from the bottom cylinder. Two rows of vortices in the narrow wake appeared to be squeezed by pairing

vortices rotating in opposite direction in the wide wake, which acted to absorb the approaching gap vortex, thus

forming an amalgamated structure. The LES predictions of the wake structures for this configuration (see Fig. 10(b))

were also found to be in good qualitative agreement with the observed shedding vortices and once again the remarkable

resemblance of the narrow and wide streets in terms of the characteristics of gap flow deflection between the

computation and experiment was achieved. Fig. 10(c) presents the numerical simulation carried out without the use of a

SGS model. It was evident that the absence of a SGS model significantly compromised the prediction of the gap flow

deflection. It yielded a flow structure similar to that of the T=d ratio of 3—clearly a false representation of the wake

structures actually observed during experiments.

The transient formation of the wake streets is illustrated in Fig. 11. The wake dynamics associated with the

amalgamation and the squeezing effect of the gap vortices are clearly demonstrated. Here, the changeover of the

deflected gap flow from one side to another is illustrated. Initially, the gap flow was deflected upwards. The vortices in

the narrow wake from the top cylinder, as described above, tended to pair and absorb the gap vortex from the bottom

cylinder. However, as time progressed, this large gap vortex in the wide wake collapsed, probably due to the strong

interaction with the narrow wake. This consequently encouraged the growth of the gap vortex shed from the top

cylinder. The large gap vortex in the narrow wake tended to prevent the merging of the following gap vortex shed from

the bottom cylinder (wide wake). As a result, another large gap vortex was generated in the wide wake. This large gap

vortex also quickly collapsed. Eventually, the large gap vortex from the top cylinder grew in strength and deflected the

gap flow towards the bottom cylinder. At this intermediate spacing, a single vortex street was formed downstream

instead of two distinct vortex streets observed in the large cylinder spacing of the preceding case. These transient

simulations of the changeover characteristics of the deflected gap flow are in accordance with observations made in

Zhou (2002).

To elucidate the occurrence of the gap flow deflection at intermediate cylinder spacing, we first examine the vertical

velocity histories recorded at locations of 3 and 4 (see Fig. 1) in Fig. 12. Zhou et al. (2001) explained that the formation

of the narrow wake was due to the gap vortex at the top cylinder travelling faster; possibly carried by the gap flow jet,

which has a higher mean velocity. Our simulation clearly indicated that the deflection of the gap flow resulted from the

frequency change in the velocities where the velocity of the top cylinder was shifted upwards with a constant amplitude

from the bottom cylinder and this was in agreement with the experimental observations. We also note that the shedding

time for the gap flow defection in our simulations (B5 s) was noticeably larger than the time scale of the Karman vortex
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Fig. 13. Power spectrum of velocity fluctuations measured: (a) at locations 1 and 2 and (b) at locations 3 and 4 for T=d ¼ 1:7 at

Re=750.
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shedding, but was much lower than the experimental observation by Kim and Durbin (1988). We are unsure whether

this discrepancy has been caused by numerical noise or other unaccountable phenomenon in our simulations, which

triggered the shear layer instability. Work is in progress to address this issue and findings on this matter will be reported

in our future study.

Fig. 13 presents the relationship between the gap vortices and frequency with the profiles of the power spectrum of

velocity fluctuation (Eu) against the Strouhal number ðSt ¼ fd=UÞ: An amalgamation of the gap and outer vortices

results in different frequency outputs at locations 1 and 2 (see Fig. 1(b)). Two different peak frequencies were observed.

The narrow wake has a distinctly high Strouhal number while the wide wake has a low Strouhal number. The ratio of

shedding frequencies was found to be about 1.5 (St equivalent to 0.16 and 0.24). Hot-wire measurements of Zhou (2002)

gave a shedding frequency ratio of about 3. Measuring the correct shedding frequency at the precise location is a matter

of constant debate. Fig. 13 demonstrates that the ratio of the shedding frequencies at locations 3 and 4 is different from

the ratio determined at locations 1 and 2. This suggests that the shedding frequency has a high degree of variability in

space and to ascertain the precise location where one should obtain the shedding frequency is extremely difficult either

from simulations or experiments. Furthermore, we could not be certain that the experimental hot-wire measurements

were free from errors and provided the correct shedding frequency at the precise location. We can argue that it is very

plausible that in the narrow wake, given that the two lateral vortices were in very close proximity to each other, the hot-

wire measurements (Zhou, 2002) may have detected a doubled frequency. In light of this aspect, the experimental

shedding frequency is therefore half of the total measured value, which brings our predicted shedding frequency to be in

accordance with the experimental value. Fig. 14 illustrates the amalgamated vertical velocity histories at downstream

locations 1 and 2. Here, the out-of-phase vertical velocities were found prevalent between the top and bottom cylinders,

highlighting the amalgamation and the squeezing effect of the vortices shedding behind the cylinders.

The pressure distribution around the cylinders, and pressure contours at the middle plane of the computational

domains at two different times, are shown in Fig. 15. Unlike the symmetrical pressure distribution found for a T=d ratio

of 3, a repulsive force acts on the cylinders within the intermediate spacing configuration, which is in accordance with

the observations of Zhou (2002). For the transient pressure development, at the early time, the low-pressure distribution

located near the top cylinder indicates the presence of the narrow wake with gap flow deflected upwards. At later time,

the changeover of the gap flow was found deflected downwards towards the bottom cylinder as indicated by the low-

pressure distribution (see Fig. 15(b)). It is also worth noting the formation of a large streak of vortices by the

downstream high-pressure distribution.
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Fig. 15. Pressure distribution: (a) circumferential distribution of Cp and (b) pressure contours between �5 (blue) and +5 (red) at the

middle plane at two different times for T=d ¼ 1:7 at Re=750.
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4. Conclusion

The salient large-scale streamwise structures of the wake behind two side-by-side cylinders were simulated using the

large-eddy simulation. Three-dimensional solution of the flow past the cylinders at Reynolds number of 750 was

obtained. Calculations of the wake formation behind the cylinders were performed at two different T=d ratios. The

following conclusions have been reached.

(i) For large cylinder spacing, T=d ¼ 3; the numerical simulation confirmed the experimental observation of the

formation of two symmetrical wake streets behind the cylinders. The symmetrical pressure distribution around the

cylinders may have been responsible for the formation of the symmetrical vortex streets. Further downstream,

the vortex structures from each of the streets began to be detached to form closed loops. As they acquired rounder

shapes, these vortex structures were found to be similar to those of the Oseen vortices.

(ii) For an intermediate cylinder spacing, T=d ¼ 1:7; the presence of gap flow deflection was predicted in accordance

with experimental observations. Multiple peaks of shedding frequencies were obtained since the gap flow revealed a

tendency to ‘‘flip’’ due to the gap squeezing effect and amalgamation of the vortices generated behind the cylinders.

Current simulations predicted the ratio of shedding frequencies between the narrow and wide wakes to be 1.5.

Although the hot-wire measurements yielded a value of 3, one plausible explanation is that in the narrow wake,

given that the two lateral vortices were in very close proximity to each other, the measurements may have detected

a doubled frequency. If this is the case, the shedding frequency predicted ratio comparable to the experimental

value.
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